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Knit yourself: Poncho in stripes
Knit Knit season indispensable poncho.

Poncho in stripes
Size .: Onesize, lady.
Dimensions: Length of the center from the neckline to the tip: about 67 cm. Yarn: Oporto, 2 bunches of charcoal and 1 bunch each of the colors of
coral, salmon, olive, beige, mint, orange and offwhite from Wilfert's. Quality: 100% wool. 100 g = ca. 60 meters. Needles: circular needle no. 12 (80
cm). Crochet hook: No. 10 Gauge: 8 mi smooth on needle. 12 = 10 cm. Fits knitting tension not be tested with finer or coarser sticks. Note: The poncho
is knit so as to knit with one color at a time. During a color change gather up stitches along the ends of the strip, which has just been knitted while the
masks from the same stripe is at rest. Cast on 27 sts with coal gray on smaller needles no. 12. Work 7 rows stocking, beginning with the Pstick. Put
stitches on a help line. With coral gather first 5 sts along the end of the charcoal gray knitted stripe, then turned 27 st, and the finish lines to create 5 sts
along the other end of the charcoal gray stripe. Knit 7 rows stocking, beginning with the Pstick. Put the stitches from the coralcolored stripe on the help
line. * Pick up 5 sts along the end of the strip, which has just been knitted. Then knit sts from using the thread from the previous stripe above the circular
needle, and finally assembled new 5 sts along the other end of the strip, which has just been knitted. Knit 7 rows stocking, beginning with the Ppin *
repeat from * to *, for a total of knitted 14 stripes (= 7 stripes on each side). After the coral colored stripe knit a salmoncolored, olive, beige, charcoal
gray, mint, offwhite, orange, salmon, olive, beige, coral and charcoal gray stripe. Note On the penultimate and last stripe cast off all the stitches in purl
from wrong side. Assembly: Weave in all ends. With crochet hook no. 10 and charcoal gray crochet all around the neckline 1 round sc and 1 round
crayfish masks (= dc crochet from left to right). Vapour piece gently through. If the edges of the bottom rollers, they can be in pressure during a few
heavy books or the like.
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► SEE ALSO: Knit yourself: Poncho in shadow knitting
► SEE ALSO: Knit yourself: Beautiful poncho
► SEE ALSO: Knit yourself: Beautiful knitted poncho with lace pattern
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